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SUMMARY
Axonal regeneration after spinal cord injury (SCI) can be enhanced by activation of the intrinsic neuronal growth state and, separately, by

placement of growth-enabling neural progenitor cell (NPC) grafts into lesion sites. Indeed, NPC grafts support regeneration of all host

axonal projections innervating the normal spinal cord. However, some host axons regenerate only short distances into grafts. We exam-

ined whether activation of the growth state of the host injured neuron would elicit greater regeneration into NPC grafts. Rats received

NPC grafts into SCI lesions in combination with peripheral ‘‘conditioning’’ lesions. Six weeks later, conditioned host sensory axons ex-

hibited a significant, 9.6-fold increase in regeneration into the lesion/graft site compared with unconditioned axons. Regeneration was

further enhanced 1.6-fold by enriching NPC grafts with phenotypically appropriate sensory neuronal targets. Thus, activation of the

intrinsic host neuronal growth state and manipulation of the graft environment enhance axonal regeneration after SCI.
INTRODUCTION

Several mechanisms contribute to axon regeneration fail-

ure in the adult CNS, including: (1) the absence of permis-

sive substrates for axonal growth in the lesion cavity

(Bunge, 2001; Hur et al., 2012; O’Shea et al., 2017), (2)

the adult neuron’s failure to fully upregulate its intrinsic

growth state (He and Jin, 2016; Mar et al., 2014; Tedeschi

and Bradke, 2017), and (3) the presence of inhibitors to

axon growth in both adult myelin (Filbin, 2003; Lee

et al., 2010; Silver et al., 2014) and the surrounding extra-

cellular matrix (Fawcett, 2006; Laabs et al., 2005). Recently

we found that grafts of neural progenitor cells (NPCs) to

sites of spinal cord injury (SCI) result in regeneration of

lesioned host axons into the lesion/graft site (Kadoya

et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2014), and extension of graft-derived

axons out from the lesion and into the host spinal cord (Lu

et al., 2012; Rosenzweig et al., 2018). Both host axons re-

generating into grafts, and grafts axons extending into

the host, form synapses, and these are electrophysiologi-

cally active (Lu et al., 2012). Graft-initiated retrograde

trans-synaptic rabies tracing demonstrates that all host sys-

tems that normally project to the intact spinal cord also

innervate NPC grafts after SCI (Adler et al., 2017). Indeed,

functional improvement is observed after grafts of NPCs

to either cervical or thoracic injury sites (Kadoya et al.,

2016; Lu et al., 2012, 2017; Rosenzweig et al., 2018).

While a diversity of host axonal systems regenerate into

NPC grafts placed into sites of SCI, the penetration of some

of these host systems is limited to the more superficial re-

gions of grafts, and host axonal regeneration into deeper

graft regions is limited; this is particularly true of sensory

axons regenerating into NPC grafts (Dulin et al., 2018).
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Deeper and more extensive regeneration of host axons

into NPC grafts could increase the formation of new relay

circuits across sites of SCI, leading to improved functional

outcomes. A body of previous work has demonstrated

that peripheral nerve conditioning lesions significantly

enhance regeneration of the central branch of sensory

axons after SCI by activating the intrinsic growth state of

the injured neuron (Alto et al., 2009; Neumann andWoolf,

1999; Woolf, 2001); interestingly, this enhancement of

central sensory axon regeneration is only observed

following peripheral, but not central, nerve crush or tran-

section (Seijffers et al., 2007; Woolf, 2001).

In the present study we explored the hypothesis that

sensory conditioning lesions activate the intrinsic host

neuronal growth state and enhance host axonal regenera-

tion into NPC grafts. Indeed, we find a 9.6-fold increase

in sensory axon regeneration into the NPC graft after con-

ditioning lesions. Moreover, enrichment of the graft with

target neurons of regenerating sensory axons further en-

hances regeneration. Collectively, these findings demon-

strate that regeneration of injured adult axons into

spinal cord lesion sites can bemarkedly enhanced bymodi-

fying both intrinsic neuronal growth state and the graft

environment.
RESULTS

We examined regeneration of host sensory axons in neural

stem and progenitor cell grafts in two species: rhesus mon-

keys and Fischer 344 rats. The experimental timeline is

shown in Figure S1. Five rhesus monkeys were used to

assess the extent to which sensory axons regenerate into
ports j Vol. 11 j 861–868 j October 9, 2018 j ª 2018 The Author(s). 861
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Figure 1. Primate Sensory Axons Regen-
erate into Specific Target Domains in Hu-
man Neural Progenitor Cell Grafts
(A) GFP-expressing human spinal cord mul-
tipotent neural progenitor cell (NPC) graft in
a C7 hemisection lesion in the rhesus mon-
key, 3 months after grafting. Horizontal
section immunolabeled for GFP (green) and
the mature neuronal marker, NeuN (red).
Graft survives and fills the lesion site. Left,
rostral; right, caudal. Scale bar, 2 mm. Inset
shows NeuN expression in the boxed region;
scale bar, 50 mm.
(B–E) Primate sensory axons (labeled for
CGRP) regenerate into human NPC grafts
expressing GFP, but over relatively short
distances. (B) Lower-magnification view of
sensory axons in the dorsal root entry zone.
Left, rostral; right, caudal. Dotted line in-
dicates graft-host border. Scale bar, 1 mm.
Boxed areas are shown in (C) to (E).
(C) Sensory axons cross host/graft interface
and enter graft. (D) Another zone of host
sensory axon entry into graft. (E) Core of
graft is devoid of regenerating host sensory
axons. Scale bars in (C) to (E), 200 mm.

(F) Quantification of CGRP axon regeneration into grafts demonstrates little regeneration beyond 500 mm (n = 5). Data are presented as
mean ± SEM.
(G–I) Neurons in regions of sensory axon regeneration express the dorsal sensory interneuronal marker TLX3 (cyan). These cells are
clustered. Dotted line indicates graft-host border. Boxed area in (G) is shown at higher magnification in (H). Scale bars, 200 mm (G) and
50 mm (H). (I) Quantification demonstrates that most regenerating host sensory axons penetrate regions of TLX3-expressing cell domains
in grafts (n = 5). Data are presented as mean ± SEM. ***p < 0.001. Student’s t test.
(J) Immunolabeling for GFP (green), CGRP (red), and TLX3 (purple) reveals that regenerating sensory axons form close appositions with
TLX3+ neurons, suggesting synaptic connectivity. Scale bar, 5 mm.
human NPC grafts placed into sites of SCI. As described

below, findings demonstrated that adult sensory axons

regenerate into human NPC grafts after SCI, but the extent

of sensory regeneration is limited to the superficial margins

of the graft. We then turned to a rodent model in an effort

to enhance the extent of sensory regeneration in NPC

grafts after SCI, testing the hypothesis that activation of

the intrinsic neuronal growth state induced by peripheral

nerve conditioning lesions increases the amount and dis-

tance of sensory axon regeneration into grafts.

Primate Sensory Axons Sparsely Regenerate into

Phenotypically Appropriate Target Domains in

Human NPC Grafts

We previously reported that primary dorsal root ganglia

(DRG) sensory axons regenerate into appropriate sensory

neuronal target domains within ratmultipotent NPC grafts

placed into SCI lesions in rats (Dulin et al., 2018). To

examine whether this guidance persists in amore clinically

relevant species, we grafted human embryonic spinal cord-
862 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 11 j 861–868 j October 9, 2018
derived NPCs (see Experimental Procedures) expressing

GFP into C7 right hemisection lesion cavities in five rhesus

monkeys; grafts were placed 2weeks after injury. Responses

of motor systems to these grafts have recently been pub-

lished (Rosenzweig et al., 2018). Three months later, grafts

filled the lesion cavity and differentiated into NeuN-ex-

pressing neurons (Figure 1A). Host calcitonin gene-related

peptide (CGRP)+ sensory axons originating from the DRG

regenerated into these human NPC grafts (Figures 1B–1F).

Notably, these primary sensory axons regenerated into

clusters of graft neurons that expressed the specific spinal

cord second order sensory neuron transcription factor,

TLX3 (Figures 1G and 1H): 89% of regenerating CGRP

axons were present in TLX3-expressing graft domains

(n = 5, p < 0.001, Student’s t test; Figure 1I), and CGRP

axon density in TLX3-expressing domains was 5.9-fold

higher than in non-TLX3-expressing domains. Host

regenerating sensory axons formed close appositions with

TLX3-expressing graft neurons (Figure 1J), suggesting syn-

aptic connectivity. However, the extent of sensory axonal



regeneration was modest overall, exhibiting growth only

into the first 500 mm of the host/graft interface (Figure 1F);

axons did not regenerate into graft cores (Figure 1E). Thus,

primateDRG sensory axons regenerate into phenotypically

appropriate targets within human NPC grafts after SCI, but

this regeneration is modest in extent.

Activation of Host Intrinsic Neuronal Growth State

Robustly Enhances Axonal Regeneration into Grafts

Results in the primate model led to an effort to increase

the extent of sensory axon regeneration into NPC grafts

after SCI. For these experiments, we returned to higher-

throughput rat models and tested the hypothesis that

increasing the intrinsic growth state of the injured host

DRG neuron by conditioning lesions would increase

axon regeneration into grafts (Neumann and Woolf,

1999; Woolf, 2001). Ten rats underwent C5 bilateral dorsal

spinal cord lesions, and these animals received grafts of em-

bryonic day 14 (E14) spinal cord-derivedmultipotent NPCs

into the lesion site. Half of these animals (n = 5) also

received peripheral nerve conditioning lesions the same

day (Blesch et al., 2012); conditioning lesions were created

by transecting the left musculocutaneous, median, ulnar,

and radial nerves, ensuring that most axons projecting

into the C5 vertebral segment (C6 and C7 spinal cord seg-

ments) were conditioned. Following conditioning lesions,

we observed robust enhancement of sensory axon regener-

ation into grafts: the overall amount of sensory axon regen-

eration increased 9.6-fold (n = 5 for each group, p < 0.001,

Student’s t test; Figure 2). In the absence of conditioning le-

sions, sensory axons only regenerated into superficial re-

gions of grafts (Figures 2A–2D), as observed in primates.

Moreover, conditioning lesions resulted in host sensory

axonal growth through the entirety of the graft (Figures

2E–2H). Once again, axons grew specifically into TLX3-ex-

pressing sensory neuronal clusters; 81% of regenerating

CGRP axons were present in TLX3-expressing regions of

cell clusters (n = 5, p < 0.001; Figures 2I, 2J, and 2M). Sen-

sory axons formed bouton-like structures in close apposi-

tion to graft TLX3-expressing neurons (Figure 2K); the pres-

ence of functional host-graft synapses in TLX3-expressing

graft regions was demonstrated in a previous publication

by activation of Fos in these neurons following dermal

stimulation (Dulin et al., 2018).

We confirmed that conditioning lesions upregulated

classic regeneration-associated gene expression (Chong

et al., 1992; Mar et al., 2014) in C7 DRGs: indeed, condi-

tioning resulted in a significant, 2-fold increase in expres-

sion of GAP-43 (n = 3 replicates, p < 0.05; Figures 3A–3C);

a significant, 5-fold increase in expression of STAT3 (p <

0.01; Figures 3D–3F); and a significant, 29-fold increase in

expression of c-Jun (p < 0.01; Figures 3G–3I). Thus, activa-

tion of the intrinsic growth state of the host neuron signif-
icantly and robustly increases axonal regeneration into

NPC grafts placed into sites of SCI.

Host Axonal Regeneration Is Further Enhanced by

Graft Enrichment with Appropriate Target Domains

Previouslywe reported that grafts can be enriched in appro-

priate neuronal target domains for regenerating host sen-

sory axons (Dulin et al., 2018).Wenext sought todetermine

whether the combination of conditioning lesions plus

enrichment of neural progenitor grafts with appropriate

neuronal targets would further enhance host axonal regen-

eration. To enrich grafts with appropriate, TLX3-expressing

neurons,wedissectedE14 spinal cords intodorsal or ventral

halves: dorsal halves contain TLX3-expressing progenitors

of primary sensory axons, whereas ventral halves are

depleted inTLX3-expressing cells (Dulin et al., 2018). Either

dorsal or ventral donor grafts were transplanted into bilat-

eral C5 dorsal column lesions (n = 5 for each group); all

animals underwent peripheral preconditioning lesions on

the sameday. Animalswere sacrificed6weeks later. Analysis

of grafts demonstrated that ventral grafts were nearly

depleted of TLX3-expressing sensory interneurons (Fig-

ure 4A), whereas dorsal grafts were enriched in TLX3-ex-

pressing domains (Figures 4B and 4C). The mean area of

the dorsal grafts occupied by TLX3-expressing cell clusters

was 13.1% ± 0.5%, compared with 1.3% ± 0.2% in ventral

grafts (n = 5 for each group). We also quantified the mean

area of whole grafts occupied by TLX3-expressing cell clus-

ters from the first rat experiment (above): 8.8% ± 0.5% of

whole E14 spinal cord grafts contained TLX3-expressing re-

gions in animals with conditioning lesions, and 8.5% ±

0.9% of whole E14 spinal cord grafts contained TLX3-ex-

pressing regions in animals without conditioning lesions.

Thus, conditioning lesions do not amplify the area of graft

that expresses TLX3, but E14 partitioning into ventral and

dorsal halves significantly increases TLX3-expressing cell

clusters in the dorsal-originating grafts.

Next we quantified sensory (CGRP) axon regeneration

into dorsal versus ventral grafts (both groups had condi-

tioning lesions). Overall, a mean area of 13.7% ± 1.2% of

dorsal sensory grafts was occupied by CGRP axons,

compared with 0.8% ± 0.2% of ventral grafts (n = 5 for

each group, p < 0.001, Student’s t test; Figures 4D–4K).

Among earlier animals with whole grafts, a mean area of

8.1% ± 1.7% of grafts was occupied by CGRP axons in an-

imals with conditioning lesions (Figure 2L), and a mean

area of 0.9% ± 0.1% of grafts was occupied by CGRP axons

in animals without conditioning lesions (Figure 2L).

Indeed, the total graft area containing regenerating sensory

axons increased 1.6-fold in animals with dorsal grafts with

conditioning lesions (Figure 4K), compared with animals

that received whole grafts with conditioning lesions (Fig-

ure 2L). Thus, the combination of altering the intrinsic
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 11 j 861–868 j October 9, 2018 863



Figure 2. Conditioning Lesions Induce Robust Sensory Axon Regeneration into Rat Neural Progenitor Cell Grafts
(A–D) Graft of rat multipotent NPCs in C5 dorsal column lesion site of the rat spinal cord, 6 weeks post grafting. No conditioning lesion.
(A)Graft (GFP) fills lesion site. Scale bar, 500mm. (B) As in the primate, host sensory axons labeled for CGRP regenerate into theNPC grafts, but
growth is limited to superficial regions of the graft; the amount of host sensory axon regeneration into the core of the graft is very modest.
Dotted lines indicate host/graft interface. Scale bar, 500mm.Boxed areas are shown in (C) and (D). (C)Host sensory axons only regenerate into
superficial graft regions closely apposed to host. Scale bar, 100 mm. (D) Graft core is devoid of regenerating sensory axons. Scale bar, 100 mm.
(E–H) Graft of rat multipotent NPC graft in C5 dorsal column lesion site with a conditioning lesion. (E) Graft (GFP) fills lesion site. Scale bar,
500 mm. (F) After conditioning lesions, grafts are far more extensively penetrated by host sensory axons. Scale bar, 500 mm. Dotted line
indicates host/graft interface. (G and H) Higher-magnification views show extensive regeneration of host sensory axons into graft,
including regions well within graft core (H). Scale bars, 100 mm.
(I and J) As in the primate, host sensory axons regenerate nearly exclusively into TLX3-expressing cell clusters in grafts (cyan) (I). Scale
bar, 100 mm. (J) Higher magnification of TLX3-expressing cell region from (I). Scale bar, 50 mm. Inset shows bouton-like swellings on
CGRP-expressing axons; scale bar, 2 mm.
(K) Regenerating host axons form close appositions with soma and dendrites (arrows) of TLX3-expressing neurons in graft (blue). Scale
bar, 2 mm.
(L) Host sensory axon regeneration increases nearly 9.6-fold following placement of conditioning lesions (n = 5 for each group). Data are
presented as mean ± SEM. ***p < 0.001, Student’s t test.
(M) Most regenerating host sensory axons penetrate regions of TLX3-expressing cell clusters in grafts (n = 5 for each group). Data are
presented as mean ± SEM. ***p < 0.001, Student’s t test.
growth state of the neuron by applying conditioning le-

sions, plus enriching the graft environment with appro-

priate sensory neuronal targets, resulted in maximal and

extensive sensory axonal regeneration into grafts. More-

over, depleting a graft of sensory neuronal targets also

markedly attenuated host axon regeneration into grafts.
DISCUSSION

The manipulation of intrinsic growth state is a powerful

strategy to enhance axonal regeneration in the injured
864 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 11 j 861–868 j October 9, 2018
adult CNS (He and Jin, 2016).We now show that activating

the intrinsic growth state of the injured neuron can also

robustly amplify host regeneration into a NPC graft: both

the total density and distance of host axons regenerating

into the graft are enhanced. These regenerating host axons

(labeled for CGRP) project to phenotypically appropriate

interneuronal targets (expressing TLX3) in the graft (Dulin

et al., 2018), and maintain this appropriate pattern of pro-

jection after enhancement of the intrinsic growth state.

Taking advantage of appropriate target finding by host

axons regenerating into grafts, we can further increase

the density of host axon regeneration by enriching grafts



Figure 3. Conditioning Lesions Activate
Intrinsic Neuronal Growth State
(A–C) Seven days after a peripheral condi-
tioning lesion, GAP-43 expression (green) is
significantly upregulated in ipsilateral DRGs
at C7 (A) compared with contralateral DRGs
(B), quantified in (C) (n = 3 replicates). TUJ1
is a mature neuronal marker.
(D–I) Conditioning lesions also upregulate
expression of (D–F) pSTAT3 and (G–I) c-Jun
in conditioned DRGs (n = 3).
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.01, Student’s t test. Scale bars,
100 mm.
with appropriate target domains. Collectively, these find-

ings demonstrate that host axon regeneration into NPC

grafts can be both amplified and shaped by changing the

intrinsic growth state of the host neuron, and by modi-

fying the neuronal constituents of grafts. Moreover, we

show that host axon regeneration into grafts can be atten-

uated by depleting grafts of appropriate target neurons. In

theory, future attempts tomaximize the functional efficacy

of grafts could be achieved by enriching grafts with appro-

priate target neurons for some neural systems, such as mo-

tor interneurons, while attenuating the number of neurons

in grafts that could result in dysfunctional outcomes, such

as interneuronal targets of nociceptive systems. Future ex-

periments will test these hypotheses as we work toward

identifying the optimal set of neuronal constituents in

grafts thatwill improvemotor and useful sensory outcomes

(e.g., proprioceptive and touch modalities, but not pain

systems).

Activation of the intrinsic growth state of the neuronwas

achieved in this study using conditioning lesions, a classic

technique that has proved mechanistically informative in

many previous studies (Blesch et al., 2012; Kadoya et al.,

2009; Ma et al., 2000; Neumann and Woolf, 1999; Qiu

et al., 2002; Woolf, 2001). However, the use of a peripheral

conditioning lesion also precluded the study of functional

outcomes in this experiment, because the peripheral
nerves were injured. Other approaches to activating the

intrinsic growth state of the neuron that aremore clinically

practical can be utilized in future studies, e.g., the orally

available drug ambroxol (Chandran et al., 2016) or other

pharmacological agents currently under study.

How are axons guided to appropriate target neurons in

the neural stem cell graft? During neural development,

axon guidance occurs either as a result of attraction or

repulsion mediated by diffusible guidance molecules, by

guideposts in the extracellular matrix, or by binding of re-

ceptor-ligand pairs between cells and axons (Giger et al.,

2010; Hilton and Bradke, 2017). Several guidance cues

persist in the adult CNS, including semaphorin 3a and

Wnts, among other molecules (Liu et al., 2008; Meyer,

2014). We hypothesize that the persistence or re-expres-

sion of these guidancemechanisms after injury in the adult

CNS, combined with active guidance mechanisms present

in the graft, mediate successful axon guidance in neural

stem cell grafts. Future work will attempt to identify precise

cellular mechanisms mediating these effects.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A detailed description of experimental procedures is given in Sup-

plemental Information.
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 11 j 861–868 j October 9, 2018 865



Figure 4. Graft Enrichment with Appropriate Target Domains Enhances Host Regeneration
(A and B) Grafts of (A) ventral E14 multipotent NPCs are markedly depleted of TLX3-expressing neurons, the targets of regenerating sensory
axons, while dorsal grafts (B) are enriched in TLX3-expressing neurons. Scale bars, 200 mm.
(C) Regenerating sensory axons labeled for CGRP preferentially innervate TLX3-expressing domains in dorsal grafts. Scale bar, 100 mm.
(D–J) Transverse sections at C5 labeled for CGRP. (D) Grafts of ventral E14 multipotent NPCs, which are depleted in target neurons of
primary sensory afferents, show nearly no penetration by regenerating host sensory axons, even when a conditioning lesion has been
applied. Scale bar, 500 mm. Inset shows GFP labeling of the same section; scale bar, 500 mm. Higher magnification is shown in (G) and (H).
Scale bars, 50 mm (G) and 200 mm (H). (E) In contrast, dorsal E14 multipotent NPC grafts, which are enriched in target neurons of primary
sensory afferents, are extensively penetrated by regenerating host sensory axons at all depths. A conditioning lesion was applied. Scale
bar, 500 mm. Inset shows GFP labeling of the same section; scale bar, 500 mm. Higher magnification is shown in (F), (I), and (J). Scale bars,
100 mm.
(K) Quantification demonstrates that sensory axonal regeneration is markedly depleted in ventral grafts, and increased in dorsal grafts
(n = 5 for each group; ***p < 0.001, Student’s t test), even when compared with whole E14 multipotent NPCs. Data are presented as
mean ± SEM.
Animals
We studied five male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta, 7–9 years

old, 8.5–11 kg) and 23 adult female Fischer 344 rats (150–250 g;

The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME). All surgeries were

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee

of the respective institutions housing the animals. NIH guidelines

for laboratory animal care and safety were strictly followed.

Primate Surgery and Human NPC Preparation
Themonkeys described here were reported previously (Rosenzweig

et al., 2018) and surgical procedures for placement of right C7

hemisection lesions were described previously (Rosenzweig et al.,

2018). GFP-expressing human fetal spinal cord neural stems

(NSI-566RSC-GFP) were a gift of NeuralStem, and culture methods
866 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 11 j 861–868 j October 9, 2018
were reported previously (Lu et al., 2012). Three to ninemonths af-

ter grafting, subjects were very deeply anesthetized and then trans-

cardially perfusedwith 4%paraformaldehyde (PFA), and the spinal

cords were removed and sectioned into 30-mm-thick horizontal

sections.

Rodent Surgery and Rat NPC Preparation
C5 bilateral dorsal column wire knife lesions were made as

described previously (Kadoya et al., 2016) and left peripheral nerve

transections were performed as described previously (Wang et al.,

2008). Rat multipotent NPCs were prepared from E14 F344 devel-

oping rat spinal cords as described previously (Dulin et al., 2018; Lu

et al., 2012). In all cases, 1.03 106 viable cells were grafted into the

lesion cavity. Animals were transcardially perfused with 4% PFA,



post-fixed in 4% PFA overnight, and immersed in 30% sucrose for

2 days. Spinal cord tissues were cut into 30-mm-thick transverse

free-floating sections and DRGs were sectioned at 10-um-thick in-

tervals and directly mounted onto gelatin-coated slides.

Immunohistochemistry
Sections or slides were incubated with primary antibodies over-

night and then incubated with secondary antibodies for 1 hr. For

DRG labeling, heat-induced antigen retrieval was performed in

the sodium citrate buffer at 90�C for 30 min. For CGRP labeling

of spinal cord sections, the CGRP signal was amplified by the tyr-

amide signal amplification method.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t test. p < 0.05

was considered statistically significant. Data are presented as

mean ± SEM.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental

Procedures and one figure and can be foundwith this article online

at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.stemcr.2018.08.009.
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